
The following is the Energy and Climate Partnership of the Americas (ECPA) color palette.
Every attempt should be made to match these colors when using the ECPA logo.

Este es la paleta de colores de la Alianza de Energía y Clima de las Américas (ECPA).
A la medida de lo posible se debe utilizar estos colores cuando se use el logo de ECPA. 

Using the Energy and Climate Partnership of the Americas Logo:
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C 88
M 53
Y 1
K 0

C 37
M 6
Y 100
K 0

C 90
M 34
Y 100
K 26

C 65
M 68
Y 67
K 90



Ideally the logo will be used on a white background for maximum impact and clarity. The
logo will have a minimum of 1x-height white space around it. In order to maintain legibility

the ECPA logo the minimum size is 1/4”, .64 centimeters, 1.5 picas, or 18 points.
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Application Logos:



Correct Uses:

For use on darker backgrounds please use the white version of the logo. The
logo will have a minimum of 1x-height white space around it. In order to maintain legibility

the ECPA logo the minimum size is 1/4”, .64 centimeters, 1.5 picas, or 18 points. 
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Ideally the logo will be used on a white background for maximum impact and clarity. The logo will have
a minimum of 1x-height white space around it. In order to maintain legibility the minimum size for the ECPA

logo is 1/4”, .64 centimeters, 1.5 picas, or 18 points.

Stacked version

Horizontal version Stacked version without strapline

Horizontal version with four languages

ECPA Logos
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Myriad Pro
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123456789
@$%&!()’ “

Typ
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Incorrect Uses:
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ECPA Wave
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Renewable Energy

Fossil Fuels

Energy Infrastructure

Energy Povery

Sustainable Forest and Land Use

Adaptation

mechanism through which governments in the Western Hemisphere, on a 
voluntary basis, may lead multicountry or bilateral initiatives to promote clean 

gas emissions for a sustainable Americas. The goal of ECPA is to foster 
partnerships across the Americas to achieve low carbon economic growth 
and development.

Leaders of the Western Hemisphere recognize that clean energy is
fundamental to the Western Hemisphere’s sustainable development and the 
prosperity of our citizens, and they are committed to expanding cooperation 
to address the intertwined challenges of energy security and climate change. 
To strengthen Inter-American collaboration on these issues, at the Fifth 
Summit of the Americas held in Trinidad and Tobago in April 2009 all countries 
of the Western Hemisphere were invited to join in an Energy and Climate 
Partnership of the Americas (ECPA).

Why was it created?

ECPA Clearinghouse

Seven Pillars for a 
Sustainable Americas

What is ECPA?

Alejandra Henao P.
ECPA Communications and Outreach Specialist
Climate Change and Energy Section
Department of Sustainable Development
Organization of American States
1889 F St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006
T. +1.202.458.3268 /// F. +1.202.458.3560

How to get involved?

The actions of the ECPA Clearinghouse  contribute to build favorable 
environments for the development of projects, ideas, and initiatives that 

the Caribbean Region. To facilitate public understanding of the work 
underway across the Americas, partners provide updates on their ECPA 
contributions to the Clearinghouse, a coordinating unit led by the Department 
of Sustainable Development of the Organization of American States (OAS).

 
ECPA has National Focal Points, Pillar Coordinators and Strategic Regional
Partners. All governments are encouraged to participate in ECPA by leading or 
joining existing or new initiatives focusing on the Seven Pillars. For more 
information on ECPA initiatives, news, and events, contact us 
ecpa_clearinghouse@oas.org or visit: www.ecpamericas.org.

/ecpamericas @ecpamericas /ecpamericas

PA).

Join our hemispheric initiative
Únete a nuestra iniciativa hemisférica
Junte-se à nossa iniciativa hemisférica

Regoinez notre initiative hémisphérique

ECPA One Pager:
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Initiative Template:



Powerpoint slides:
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ECPA Notepad:
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ECPA Folder:
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ECPA Brochure:
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ECPA Postcards:
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ECPA Businesscard
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Letterhead:
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Envelopes:
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Invitations:



Promotional Material:
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Promotional Material:
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Agenda Template:
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Event Posters:



ECPA Newsletter:
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For all media inquires please contact Rosangela Arbieto, Marketing & Communications Coordinator, at
(202) 458.6159 or by email at rarbieto@oas.org
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